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00 Introduction

Thank You!
Thanks for checking out CoinScanner
Pro.
This software speeds up the process of
scanning, cropping and merging images
for eCommerce and listing on eBay.
It saves you time and increases the
number of items you can list by creating
a production line process for image
acquisition and editing.
After scanning thousands of coins for
numismatic catalogues using
conventional software, we decided that
there must be a better way, and began
development of CoinScanner Pro.
We're now releasing it for you to use as
well, and hope it saves you time, and
lets you focus on selling rather than
tedious scanning.

"CoinScanner Pro has halved the
time it takes us to scan stock
images - we've been able to scan
so much stock that we can't list it
all at once."
-Grant, I.S. Wright Coins
5 Step Quick Start
1. Power up and connect your scanner, then open the CoinScanner
app
2. Click on the 'Config' button in the menu, then 'Select Path' in the
orange area to set the output directory, where your scanned
images will be saved
3. Set your slicing grid - how many items you'll be placing across the
scanner horizontally, and down the scanner vertically
4. Click 'Get Image Side A' and follow the windows scanning prompt.
Once complete the image will be previewed with a grid showing
where it will be split into multiple images•Optionally click 'Get
Image Side B' after flipping the items in place on the scanner to
scan the other side
5. Click 'Process Results'. You will be able to set the rotation by
dragging the slider, and adjust the crop area•Use the 'Next',
'Previous' and 'Finish' buttons at the top of the screen to move
between the scanned images and apply your formattingWhen
you're done, the process will reset itself ready for the next batch of
items to be placed on the scanner - quick and easy!
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What Can CoinScanner Pro Do?
Scan one or both sides of multiple items placed in a scanner
Apply crop, rotation and merge both sides of the item into one image
Optionally apply a watermark to the merged image
Save resulting image as JPG or PNG format image file
Record the generated file name into an excel spreadsheet, optionally prompting for additional price
or product details to also be entered in the spreadsheet
• Apply final adjustments, such as drawing, blurring, or redacting sections of the image (eg. redacting
price information)
•
•
•
•
•

System Requirements
• Windows 10 (64 Bit)
• Windows 10/WIA Compatible flatbed scanner
• The CanoScan LiDE series of desktop scanners are an affordable scanner option

01 Installation
Purchasing a License
• A software license is required to operate the
CoinScanner Pro software.
• We charge for our software so that we can continue
developing it, and so that we can buy food.
• Visit www.koalabrain.com/coinscanner.html and
click on the 'Purchase License' Button to purchase
a license.

Downloading and Installing
• Visit www.koalabrain.com/coinscanner.html to
download the CoinScanner Pro installer.
• You may receive a warning similar to the blue boxes
to the left from Windows.
• This occurs when a new version of CoinScanner has
been released, but has not been installed enough
times to be recognised as safe by Windows.
• To Bypass it, click on the 'More info' button, then
'Run Anyway'. This will allow CoinScanner to be
installed on your computer.
• After agreeing to the terms, the application will install
and open automatically.
• Once the application has launched for the first time,
you'll be asked to enter your purchased software
license.
• Copy it from the license email you received, and
enter it into CoinScanner by clicking the 'Clear &
Paste License Text' Button', followed by 'OK'.
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• The configuration is split over two
areas - settings that may need to be
altered frequently are visible in the
main window.
• These include Image Slicing Grid,
Background Colour, and Image
Rotation settings.
• The Image Slicing Grid defines how
your items will be split up, and is
previewed in the red boxes to the left
of the screen

• Additional configuration options can
be set from the Configuration menu
at the top of the screen.
• Resetting the configuration will reset
all settings and reload the application
• When saving the configuration,
settings changed in the main window
will also be saved

• File Output Directory must be set
in the Configuration menu - this
sets the folder where your result
images will be saved
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• Once your configuration options are set, you're ready
to scan.
• If you scanner was not already connected, connect it
and click Refresh Devices at the top of the screen.
• Arrange your coins on the scanner plate in an evenly
spaced grid.
• After a few plate fulls of coins you'll get pretty good
at spacing them correctly. If not, you can always
print out a grid on an overhead projector
transparency and lay that on the scanner to assist.
• Alternatively, you can scan the coins still in their
packets.
• Click on Get Image Side A.
• You'll be presented with the Windows scan prompt.
• Click on Custom Settings to set your scan quality
settings.
• We recommend a DPI of at least 300 when scanning.
• Note: If you change the USB port your scanner is
plugged in to, it will forget its custom settings.
Always use the same port!
• You can optionally preview and adjust the scan area.
• Click the Scan button and wait for your scan.
• Set Horizontal item count and Vertical item count so
that the grid will be spaced so that each coin falls into
its own box.
• Flip the coins and repeat with Get Image Side B
• There's no need to Adjust the quality of the scanned
picture once it's been set.
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• You should now have Side A and optionally Side B
scanned, with each coin falling into a red crop area.
• Click on 'Process Results' to begin the automated crop &
merge process.
• For each pair of Side A/B images, you will be able to:
• Drag the two rotation sliders to individually rotate the
images.
• Drag the crop box on the image preview to set the image
crop individually.
• The cropped/rotated sides will be merged into a single
image at the end of the process.
• You can also enter a filename.
• If not filename is supplied, a random one will be
generated.
• If you have enabled Prompt for additional info in the
Configuration menu, you can also enter title, description,
cost and price information to gather more information for
scanned items.
• This data will be automatically saved in a spreadsheet in
your output directory.
• If you click 'Finish', any images following the current
image in view will be discarded. This is useful if you
haven't scanned a full plate of coins and have blank
images at the end.
• When you click 'Finish' the results will be rotated and
cropped as you defined on the info screens at their native
resolution.
• The resulting files will be saved in the Output Directory as
set in the Config earlier.
• Don't worry about the preview size of the images - they
will be cropped at the full resolution they were scanned at.
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Fine Tuning
• If you have enabled Fine Tuning in the configuration
menu, once you have cropped and rotated your
images, you will be prompted to make any final
adjustments to them
• Adjustments include redacting areas of the image,
adding lines, shapes, arrows, and text, and drawing
on the image (As an example, I've drawn a face on
my boring 1 pound coin)
• To proceed to the next image, click on the save
button
• To cancel the Fine Tuning process, click on the X
button
• All images will be saved regardless of whether they
were fine tuned or not

Record Results to Spreadsheet
• If Output results to spreadsheet or Prompt for
additional info are enabled in the configuration
menu, the results of your scans and data entry will
be added to an Excel spreadsheet in the output
directory
• If that spreadsheet already exists, the new data will
be added to the end of it
• This is useful for preparing large amounts of stock
which may not be immediately listed for sale
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Some tips if you run into problems
Connecting Your Scanner
• If no scanner device is present, no images can be
generated. Attach your scanner and click 'Refresh
Devices'.
• Scanners with Windows 10 WIA drives are compatible with
CoinScanner Pro.
Adjusting Scan Quality
• To adjust scan resolution and quality, click on one of the
'Get Image'... buttons and use the Windows scanner
prompt to make adjustments.
• The 'Custom' setting will remember input settings like your
DPI for the next session.
• It's recommended to use the same USB port for your
scanner every time - and to not use a USB hub.
• Otherwise Windows 10 may not remember your Custom
scan settings.
The Scanning Process
• When arranging side B, flip the coins in place- there is no
need to move them to a diﬀerent position on the scanner
plate.
• If an image file exists it will not be overwritten - the
filename will be appended with some numbers or letters to
make it unique.
• If the excel spreadsheet containing results exists, it will be
appended, sans headers.

• If using the 'Finish Here' button to finish entering files early,
subsequent images in the series will be discarded.
Configuration
• Slicing grid, background colour, rotation, and merging
settings on the main screen can also be saved for future
sessions by opening the configuration window and saving
the configuration.
Further Troubleshooting
• If there is no result from the Windows scan prompt within 4
minutes, the application will restart, in case the scanner
driver has frozen.
• If you receive errors, try pressing the 'Reset Window'
button.
• While scanning, all windows will be minimised - Do not
click or operate the computer until scanning has
completed and the preview is displayed to avoid
powershell errors.
• The application will not function without a current license.
• Contact hello@koalabrain.com if you have ongoing issues,
questions, or suggestions

